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The Story behind
“El Martillo”
“The hammer has been destroyed!”
Artúr’s excited voice cried out at the other end of the line.
I ran over to the closest computer and logged onto the Yahoo web page,
where I found a pixelated video clip from ITN News. I saw a solemn procession of masked
men and women carrying a giant, shiny inflatable hammer‚ through
the sunlit streets of Cancún. After giving us a look into the insides of a large conference
hall, the clip returned to the parade. But now the unwritten ceremonial order
had been broken: The group with the shining hammer was storming forward,
towards a boarded up conference centre that looked more like a medieval castle than
a meeting place for democratic politics. It was guarded by men dressed in
blue and black uniforms with armor, and faceshields
instead of faces.
A few seconds later the guardians
of the Mexican government, the police, decapitated
the hammer – our hammer! – with a sickening
move of a hunter’s knife, as if killing not
a symbol but an animal.
I cannot even
begin to describe
the strangeness of watching
these images, separated from the events not only by
the Pacific Ocean, but also by the dull stupor of the media
who repeatedly aired the same images, be it the German station ZDF
or the Chinese Kang-Dynasty TV.
Should I write that it was odd to see this object that we
had worked so hard on be represented in two dimensions,
in low-resolution on only a screen, yet admit with a certain satisfaction,
that we had reached our goal? Relieved that it was finally over with?
Once again, I return to insufficient words such as “odd” or “strange”
which are nothing but empty place-holders for the confusing
feeling of being happy over the destruction of your own
artwork. How does one describe
distance?
Maybe it was relief felt
at seeing the results of a working process
that drained out all of our energy throughout
those months. It was also the end of a community of
around 20 students, artists, theoreticians, activists, seamstresses
and others who had come together in the OKK project
space in Berlin-Wedding to build on a collective art piece
But why a hammer?
for the 16th UN climate
This was always
conference (COP 16)
the first question that we had
in Cancún.
to answer during interviews with the press.
We would give a standard reply, but we
always struggled with keeping our answers short.
So bear with us.

The Eclectic Electric Collective
was founded in 2008 in Glasgow
and has since gone through many different
constellations. At that time, Artúr and I were cooperating with
a group of activists fighting against climate change
by opposing the expansion of airports – aviation fuels being
one of the most overlooked pollutants. For example, consider the fact that flying
accounts for 13 % of all yearly U.K. Emissions (!).1 Our cooperation with Plane
Stupid Scotland and their blockade of an airport runway in Aberdeen in 2009
heightened our sensitivity to the issue, to such an extent, that we decided to
travel 400 km to the UN COP 15 in Copenhagen in a group of three – in the middle
of winter, on bicycles, Artúr, Su, and I. Our aversion to flying
was also the original impulse for the “El Martillo” project, as we
were facing the question of how we could make an impact on the
COP 16 climate conference in Cancún, without having to hoist our
bodies 10 000 meters into the air. The carbon footprint for one single
person alone to fly between Berlin and Mexico City would amount to
about 2,3 tons of carbon dioxide. We did not want to get involved
in “summit hopping” without feeling like hypocrites.

Aside
from coming home
to Berlin with material from the COP 15 trip
that would result in the production of a documentary film
and an installation, we also came back with a profound realization
of how political events can be turned into media spectacles.
Whether being in large scale demonstrations or involved with
direct action groups trying to regain power from the squabbling politicians of the world,
sitting in their conference headquarters guarded by 5,000
policemen – we were constantly being followed. Followed
by a third party, a group of people constantly carrying
around telephones, cameras, microphones, helmets and press ID’s
that would get them out of trouble with pepper spray.
The media. There were moments when we felt like there were more
cameras than protesters, which in itself was quite an achievement
considering how successful the mass mobilization had
been all over Europe. Copenhagen was supposed to stand next to
Seattle in the radical history books of the future as the birth place of
a new green movement, taking over the flame of radical resistance from
the anti-globalization movement. But things played out differently.
The “movement of movements” was squashed through excessive police repression
and mass waves of so-called “pre-emptive” arrests (the police arrest people
whom they suspect of possibly committing a crime in the future), the politicians could
not agree on even the most basic of levels – and everything was being followed
by the eyes of the media.
And us.
Contrary to
the journalists, though, we
were aware of the fact that we were
only creating narratives.
We did not believe in any fairy tales of
objectivity. Our narratives were not mirrors
giving reality a good look at itself; our
narratives were hammers, narratives
that have the power to change
reality as such.

During the planning process
of the project, we hooked up with
Pablo Herrmann, a politically engaged
artist, who was running the project space
OKK (Organ für kritische Kunst – Organ for critical Art)
in Berlin-Wedding. Our original plan was to create
enormous paintings in Muralismo style to be sent over to Mexico
as banners. But as we were having one of our meetings, drinking
tea and beer in Pablo’s space, Rafael Ibarra, a Mexican muralist,
came up with the idea that we should create
inflatables instead. We all immediately jumped at the idea.
A few weeks later we opened the doors of the OKK, set
up a large dinner table for a potluck dinner and welcomed
about 20 different people to the project. After the first couple of
glasses of wine and plates of hummus, we started to actually
work. During our first collective brainstorm someone remembered
a quote being used commonly in anti-globalisation
circles, commonly attributed to German playwright
Bertolt Brecht: “Art is not a mirror held up to reality
but a hammer with which to shape it.”
The quote immediately
struck our imagination, and we decided to give our
inflatable the shape of a hammer.
Its inherent symbolism left us with a feeling of ambivalence, which in itself
was exciting. Researching the origins of the quote we realized, that, depending on the
source, it has also been variously attributed to futurist poet Vladimir Mayakovsky
and Karl Marx himself. The origins of the quote may be covered in mist, but there seemed to
be a familiarity between Brecht, Mayakovsky and Marx. They were all children of the first
generations of the worker’s movements, during a period when Europe found itself in the
middle of vast cultural upheaval, and as revolutionaries around the world still held
the hope of installing a new political system, based on the equality of all humans alive,
under the scarlet red flag of communism. This triggered us, not only because of its
inherent utopian ideals, but also because of the thorny realities of the Soviet system.
Some of us were second-generation immigrants from the Eastern Bloc who had
experiences of having their parents fleeing the repression of the communist
regimes, in order to find freedom in the capitalist West. Hence, the embodiment of
our communist quote could be nothing but spiced with a bittersweet
tinge of irony.
The end project
was thus filled with ambiguities:
from being a radical activist undertaking
to protest the UN climate conference and metaphorically
“stamp out the talks” (as the Reuters and ITN news
presenter put it), as well as an artist project, that looked like it might have
sprung out of the back pocket of Jeff Koons. Contrary to
the opinion of some activists, we do not believe that
a political action has to be one hundred percent
straightforward in order to be effective. By embracing
ambivalence and playfulness, one allows people to join
a movement on their own terms, without being dogmatic.
“El Martillo” is dead and alive. It created a community
in Germany and Mexico and it lives on,
as long as people
remember it.

Hence, the purpose of
this publication:
This publication is a patchwork of the different
contexts sewn together. It gives an insight into
the climate justice movements of Mexico at the time of
the UN climate conference in Cancún. At the same time
it describes an artistic strategy, that subverts the current
dominant imagery connected to the climate change discourse.2
By sharing our collective process, both technically
and theoretically, we hope to inspire artists and activists to cooperate
with one another. For this reason we’ve included
the following texts in
this publication.

An important text
for our collective was “The Phenomenology of Giant Puppets”,
written by anthropologist David Graeber.
It was through this text that we started to understand
the media impact giant puppets in political demonstrations
could have, and envisioned how “El Martillo” could become
a tool for empowering
protestors.

What happened to
“El Martillo”, as it was taken through Mexico
in a bus by the climate activist group
Marea Creciente, is the topic of Cristian Guerrero’s text
“Fighting for the Air we Breathe.” It gives an insight into
the organization of the COP demonstrations, as social movements
traveled in caravans through the country in order to make a critical
stance against the neo-liberal policies negotiated at the climate conference
in Cancún. In a transcript of our e-mail conversation he also explains
how the hammer finally made it into the media through its own destruction, and
how it managed to weld the group together during the tumultuous COP 16
protests, which were scarred by internal rivalry.

As a collective
we believe that the material of an artwork
should be society, the concept of “social sculpture”, coined
by Joseph Beuys. One of today’s most interesting artists
working in this tradition is
the London based artist-activist John Jordan,
co-founder of groups such as “Platform”, “Reclaim
the Streets” and “Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination.”
In the interview “Against Representation”, he shares
his views on the role
of art in shaping
society.

In the text
“The Body of the Image, or towards
a Communist Art Practice”
the project itself is being discussed
by critical theoretician Alex Dunst, who also
participated in the building of the hammer.
Emanating from a reinterpretation of the term
“communism”, he sees the hammer as an
image, or body, of the protesters in Mexico
and abroad, an image that stands in to
the defense of the commons, but with an ironic
distance to communism’s tradition
of instrumentalised
In the “Manual” and
violence.
the accompanying poster, Sarah Drain
and Paul Pistorius have
put together an easy-to-use set
of instructions for how to build
your own inflatable. The manual at the very end
of the publication maps out the technical process
of sewing a giant inflatable,
whereas the poster functions as a blueprint.
By following the steps mapped out in the manual,
you will be able to create your very own hammer to take
with you in a shopping trolley to
the next demonstration.
A project like this would have been absolutely impossible
without the dedication of the many amazing people
involved. Without the collective, “El Martillo” would
have been nothing more than a crackpot sketch, an idea, nothing
but a bubble of words without substance.
Of the many people involved, this introduction offers
mostly the perspective of only one person, and what
follows is only a humble, yet sincere attempt to acknowledge
the incredible effort and input the following individuals
have contributed.
First of all, we want
to acknowledge Cristian Guerrero and all
the amazing people of the Mexican climate activist group
“Marea Creciente”, without whom
this project would have been a fart
in the ocean. Unfortunately, we never had
an opportunity to meet up in person, as
the coordination was done through e-mails and
skype, but the images and videos of
the actions that Marea Creciente performed with
the hammer filled us with pride.
Enough praise
cannot be heaped upon Pablo Herrmann,
our contact person at OKK, who enthusiastically supported
the project. The collaboration with OKK was in many ways
crucial to the project, as their network provided not only a space for us to build
the hammer, but also because they helped organise the preparation of
the workshop, the fundraising and the organisation of a subsequent exhibitions of the project.
Aside from Pablo, we would also like to thank Juan-Pablo Arce, Marcelo Arteaga,
Juan-Pablo Diaz and Ricardo Ramirez of the OKK crew.

During the making
of the hammer, the Eclectic Electric Collective went through
a constant flux of members. However there was a core of dedicated
individuals whose presence was absolutely essential: Sarah Drain, a Hamburg
based student of psychology and sewing specialist was absolutely
invaluable to the project with her know-how and 24-hour commitment. Another
participant in the hammer sewing workshop was Heather Purcell, a cheery
artist from Liverpool who enlightened everyone’s days during the sewing of the
hammer with her work ethic and constant good mood. Without Rafael Ibarra we
would have been doing murals, and they would have probably not been finished on time
either. Others, such as Glasgow based artist Alex Misick, Berlin based artists, Melanie
Schlachter, Latefa Wiersch, Hanna Moik, Anton Theileis, Jakub Theileis,
Maria Nuebling, New York based artist Erika Ceruzzi and the Budapest based Csilla Hodi,
Betti Tóth and Gábor Pinter were absolutely essential to the construction of the hammer
and the installation of the ventilator.

Our gratitude goes out
to Tadzio Müller, press spokesman for
the climate activist groups Climate Justice Action, for
his lecture about the mobilization and press work
for the COP 15, and to artist Ariel Schlesinger and designer Marco Carnevacci
of Plastique Fantastique for sharing their specific knowledge on how to build
inflatables. Susanne Quehenberger, a Berlin based student of cultural theory,
gave a lecture on “Narratives in the Climate Change debate” and greatly influenced
the organization of the workshop. A special thank-you goes out
to Miriam Buyer, Via Campesina activist, for shipping the hammer in
her regular traveling suitcase from Berlin to Mexico
(without whose help, “El Martillo” would have been
stuck at a Mexican post office).

The publication itself
would never have come to fruition
without the dedication of Kristin Gertz and
Paul Pistorius, two Leipzig based graphic designers
who spent more than half a year working on the making
of the publication itself. At the very end of this,
no doubt long introduction, we would also like to thank
Alex Dunst for his generous help
and for contributing with a text to
this publication, Cristian Guerrero
for all of his support, David Graeber
for allowing us to publish excerpts from his
excellent essay, and John Jordan and
Isa Fremeaux of the “Laboratory
of Insurrectionary Imagination”,
for being such an inspiration to us.
A big thanks also to Alex Felicitas from
Canada, who edited
the final texts.
Jakub Simcik, Artúr van Balen
Eclectic Electric Collective
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http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200607/
cmhansrd/cm070502/text/70502w0005.htm
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This includes images of f.e. lonely polar bears on
ice blocs, globes, CO2 bombs and windmills.

From: “Cristian Guerrero” <c.guerrero@riseup.net>
Subject: El Martillo is dead!
Date: Tue=2C 12 Dec 2010 12:24:06 -0500
To: “Artúr van Balen” <arturelectrico@gmail.com>

Hey you all,
I can’t express the regret and embarrassment I feel for what
happened to the hammer, and for taking so long to contact you
all after the COP 16 protests.
First off I must explain that my computer was stolen during
the Cancún protest – apparently I was not the only one – many
others lost equipment. I am just getting to be able to answer
backdated email messages, since I had most of my messages and
contacts on my computer. This has impacted us severely, due to
the load of information I had on that particular computer –
photos, docs, videos, etc… The good side is that many other
folks have videos, photos, and many news articles where posted
on the hammer and the protests.
The police and the hammer thing – I’m so sorry! The Anti-C@P
protesters got a bit over-excited and hurtled it over the
police-wall. I was not at the head of the march, and I think
that everybody else assumed that that was what the hammer
was for – smashing something. We didn’t have an actual plan
at the time – we had in mind to at least take the hammer
down to the police-wall for a picture or two… There was a
general frustration in the air that day among many of the
participants and protesters that the marches for climate
justice on December 7th, called for by the Via Campesina and
Climate Dialogue encampment organizers, refused to unite
and march together. The Anti-C@P contingent, along with many
others in the Via Campesina march also felt stifled to have
been stopped by the march’s organizers blocks away from
reaching the police-line that guarded the road to the COP 16.
Speech after tiring speech was given on the hot avenue asphalt
for hours, and had scores of people scrambling for shade and
for a better reason for being mobilized to march out there
for several miles to fall a few blocks short from the seat
of power we were there to protest. There was a sad sense of
defeat that came from repeating the same-old routine of a
long isolated march ending in never-ending grandiose speeches
decrying the need for change.
At the very back-end of the march a group of us were busy
preparing the hammer behind the Bus-Lee, while others were
busy inviting people from the march to accompany us down to
the police-line for the photo-shoot. As the rally of NGO
speeches ended, and without a warning, a surge of energy from
the hammer’s immense symbolism took ahold of the group of
people carrying the hammer as they began shouting war-cries
and yells, and then suddenly were off running toward the
police-line chanting “A, A, Anti-COP!, A, A, Anti-COP!” with
a horde of unsuspecting protesters and press-media rushing
closely behind them. I came running behind them, wondering
what had happened. As the bonsai-marathon-assault reached the
security-wall, a battalion of a hundred riot-police guarding

it from the front cleared out of the way as the group with
the hammer in front crashed into the massive 3 meter metal
security-wall that kept us from reaching the UN climate
meetings. The hammer collided into the police-wall in a
spectacular crash that released, at least momentarily, the
indignation many of us were feeling of having to come so
close to such a place of abuse of power and not being able
to forcefully express not only our words, but also our will.
Since we received the hammer from Berlin, people here have had
lots of fun trying to get it to stand straight-up, bouncing
it up like a giant beach ball during the marches and practice
drills at the encampments. Dozens of people would start
jumping up at the same time hitting the hammer’s head so that
it would fly up and stand almost straight up on itself. After
smashing into the police-wall the protesters started trying
to do this and got the hammer to bounce high up and over the
wall in a splendid smashing of the police-line positioned on
the other side. Many cheered. But once the hammer was over
the wall we had to get it back. I finally had made it up to
the front of the protest and jumped up onto the security-wall
with another friend and started pulling the hammer in a
tug-of-war contest against the police who stubbornly gripped
onto the hammer’s head in desperate attempt to prevent more
hammer smashing. Immediately I saw anti-riot cops on the
other side of the wall pointing large caliber pellet shotguns
at us. I quickly ducked down to yell at the press-media on
our side of the fence to film or take pictures of the police
with the shotguns – (the local newspapers the next day had a
funny picture of us on the front-page yelling from up-top of
the security-wall at the reporters below and pointing at the
cops). Suddenly, a police commander on the other side of the
wall gave the order and within seconds a riot-cop took out a
large knife and began to cut the hammer’s head off the handle
that we had on our side of the wall. The hammer tore into
two pieces as chants and yells from the dozens of protesters
blasted the police for over-reacting and fearing a giant
inflatable hammer-shaped balloon.
At that moment we sat down, surrounded by the mainstream and
alternative press-media, and made a quick statement about the
hammer and why we had come to Cancún. I’m sure you’ve seen the
videos.
I’m not even sure if this message will make it out to you at
all – the internet comes and goes were I am now in the jungles
of Guerrero.
We’ll be 100 % connected on-line in a few days – we can do the
follow up meeting then?
We appreciate all the work you all have done. Many people here
were left thrilled and impressed with the hammer and our work.
We must do it again sometime.
Cristian

Fighting for
the Air
we breathe

by Cristian Guerrero
In early spring of 2010, a number of us within
Marea Creciente, the Mexican chapter of the international Rising Tide network, began making preparations for the COP 16 climate summit, taking place in
Cancún later that year. As a diverse network of
climate activists, scientists, and campaigns spread
across four continents, Marea Creciente is dedicated
to “confronting the root causes of the climate
crisis”1 – the institutions, policies, and industries that
endanger communities and the natural environment.
Becoming host country to a UN Conference of
the Parties meeting challenged our national climate
justice network to respond in a creative and direct
manner, organizing with other independent activists
and collectives around the country a dynamic grassroots outreach, education, and mobilization campaign.
This multi-faceted project was aimed at networking
with local struggles and social organizations around
the world to stimulate a mass mobilization towards
the COP 16 meeting, but confronting at the same
time the Mexican government’s public-relations
campaign to pass-off various controversial regional
development projects and national climate policies
as sustainable clean development initiatives within the
spotlight of presiding over the United Nation’s Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC).2
Throughout the year before the COP 16 summit,
we collaborated with a number of community groups
and collectives and organized local workshop-events
and regional gatherings around the country – we called
these gatherings the “Regional Climate Convergences”.
The first convergence was held in April in Oaxaca City,
and was dubbed the “Gathering for Autonomous
Living”. The second installment took place in August at
the Biosphere Reserve Tehuacan-Cuicatlan, in the state
of Puebla, and the third in October in San Salvador de
Atenco, in the state of Mexico: bastion of the renowned
“Peoples Front in Defense of the Land”. There were also
two bi-national convergences that took place in
November close to both of the borders of the country:

in Mexicali, in the state of North Baja California, and in
San Cristobal de las Casas, Chiapas, in Zapatista
territory.
Each one of these “climate camps” drew together
various experiences of struggles for ancestral territories, environmental defense, and of displacement and
immigration in the region. They brought together local
and regional campaigns and people from neighboring
states with the aim to form and articulate demands
and action strategies of resistance towards a growing
number of developing infrastructure mega-projects
in Mexico – in particular open-pit mines and large-scale
dams. These convergences also went further in formulating proposals for autonomous community solutions
to the climate crisis that were shared and reflected on
between each gathering.
As a collective process of construction these convergences also served to establish the working relationships that gave birth to the mobilization efforts towards
the COP 16 climate summit that we were primarily
involved in: the International AntiC@P Space. The
“AntiC@P” for short, was nurtured within the context
of shared social struggles in Mexico – it was born from
individuals sharing political affinities and years of
experience working together within many other grassroots campaigns, and with a common understanding
of the underlying nature and cause of the current
climate crisis.
We believe that capitalism is at the heart of this
great and disastrous phenomenon that we all face.
In our dire relationship as modern society with the
Earth, it is this prevailing economic paradigm that
consistently obligates and maintains societies and its
governing institutions to value monetary profits over
the well-being of its communities and natural
eco-systems. We believe it is necessary to interpret it
in this way in spite of the criticism from many within
the climate justice movement, who feel that openly
renouncing capitalism alienates people from joining
the movement. Nonetheless, our analysis and resolve
is invariably – anti-capitalist, or, “Anticap”.
Declaring oneself “AntiCOP”, however, can be even
more uncomfortable for some – we realize it’s not a
side that many are ready to take – that of abandoning
this process, and even going as far as being against it.
Even so, we feel it necessary to draw a line in the sand,
so to speak; to create a boundary to respect fundamental differences in our beliefs: Between those who
believe that a corrupted treaty born from the UN COP
process can effect essential and positive structural
changes in “modern” industrial capitalist society’s daily
patterns of producing and consuming – and those who
consider this method to be not only an unfortunate
waste of time and valuable resources in the name of
the people of the world, but also a plain-view hi-jacking
of the struggle for climate justice.
Built upon the awareness that we had gained about
the COP process and all of its misgivings through the
campaigning, publications, and the collective learning

we stimulated during these climate convergences, the
AntiC@P initiative only had one true goal: to stand in
clear opposition to the wholesale selling-off of our
Mother Earth through this international treaty that
would legalize the right to pollute the air we breathe;
thereby creating a whole new market economy out
of all that is natural and wild. The COP process and
the UNFCCC is what Tom B.K. Goldtooth, director
of the IEN, calls the “WTO of the Sky”.3
A GIFT FROM THE OTHER SIDE OF THE ATLANTIC
Around mid-summer the Eclectic Electric Collective
from Berlin sent a message over one of the email list
serves that had been used for promoting the COP 16
mobilizations. They asked if anyone had any information on groups or artist collectives who might be
organizing protests and mobilizations activities
towards the COP 16. The collective proposed to send a
giant inflatable thing to Mexico, as a visual prop for the
marches and direct actions which were expected to
happen before and during the climate summit. We
struck a chord with our new made friends in Germany,
and we began to hash out a plan to ship this mysterious inflatable thing from Europe to Mexico: What
was to become a collective expression of symbolism
and action as an inspiring message to those paying
attention to the failing UN climate “negotiations” as
they unfolded.
A powerful sense of excitement came over us when
our friends from Eclectic Electric Collective told us
that the inflatable “thing” being sent from Europe was
going to be a giant hammer – a 12-meter tall, silver
protest-hammer. The collective had even put together
a very special online users-manual video to explain
how to inflate the giant tool.
The newly formed AntiC@P mobilization took to
the task using the hammer for the first time during a
well-attended protest march in Mexico City on November 19th – “National Day of Repudiation of the Bad
Government” – and one day before the bicentennial
anniversary of the Mexican Revolution. We suffered
only minor battle-scars during this first exhibition
exercise, due to puncture holes in the hammer from
tree branches and traffic posts along the march’s route.
We were better prepared for the second “hammertime” in Mexico City, during the “Day of Action for
Climate Justice” on November 30th – start date of the
official climate summit in Cancún. In a heated mobilization with tens of thousands of people in the street,
the protest-hammer was inflated atop our protest-bus,
and towered along side Mexico City’s financial district’s
skyscrapers as the march moved down Reforma Avenue.
We nicknamed the remodeled school bus “Bus-Lee”,
after the Korean small-farmer leader and activist Lee
Kyung-Hae who died immolated during the WTO
protests of 2003, also in Cancún.4
The bus was painted over with a mural dedicated
to his memory, and to honor the international anti-

globalization movement that defeated the World Trade
Organization that year.
This action was the kick-off to the Via Campesina
caravan “For Life, Social, and Environmental Justice”
to the COP 16 in Cancún – a three day marathon of
rally-stops in communities represented in the National
Assembly of the Environmentally Harmed.5 Though
the time-sensitive nature of this caravan provided us
with little opportunity to inflate and display the
hammer along the way.
Once in Cancún, the AntiC@P numbers swelled
into the hundreds with people arriving on other
caravans from other states and countries. We organized the “International AntiC@P Space” on one of the
baseball fields in the large sporting complex Jacinto
Canek that the Via Campesina had obtained just in
time for arrival of the mass mobilizations and
caravans. The idea was to create an autonomous open
forum and program with workshops, video-screenings,
assembly and meeting spaces; and an area for
working on direct-action props: banners, giant puppets,
and all things inflatable.
In the first days of the AntiC@P space, during
one of the open assemblies organized in the evenings,
a protest “against green-capitalism” was proposed
and agreed upon for December 6th. Feeding off a sense
of desire from the hundreds of protesters that gathered
in Cancún to cause a little ruckus during the official
climate proceedings, this “night-action” was organized
to target the local PROFEPA offices,6 the primary
governmental agency in Cancún charged with facilitating the privatization of beaches and costal properties considered to be public domain.
Returning back to the AntiC@P encampment
space, we took advantage of the branch-less palm trees
that lined the wide avenues of downtown Cancún, to
unfurl the inflatable giant atop of the Bus-Lee for an
evening exhibition of the protest-hammer. Locales and
tourists gawked in awe as they watched the shimmering colossal roll slowly by, reflecting back the
city lights and photo-camera flashes. Waves and
whistles were received as if the people in the street
were greeting a well-known celebrity.
The next day on December 7th, thousands of
people assembled out onto the hot Caribbean avenue
for the Via Campesina march, and it was said that tens
of thousands more in solidarity protests around the
world answering the call to action to create “1000
Cancúns”. The hammer came raised in full glory shining
in the afternoon sun as we now came following the
march from behind. Some of the most memorable and
reproduced pictures of that day by the media have the
hammer standing behind the thousands of protesters
coming down the long avenue.
At one point as we gradually moved down the
avenue the dozens of people encircling the bus started
to play with the hammer like a giant beach ball,
bringing it down off the top of the bus and bouncing
it up in the air trying to get the hammer to stand

straight up on itself. This turned into quite a scene,
as dozens more people joined into this synchronized
collective jumping and bouncing of the hammer,
watching it fly higher and higher up with each
jumping push.
Suddenly, the organizers of the march had decided
to stop the procession a half-kilometer away from the
police wall that blocked our path to the COP 16 convention centers. As the organizers decided to end their
impromptu rally and return back to their camping
space, a burst of screams and chants started to yell out
from the crowd of people playing with the hammer.
Within moments this group went racing by with
the hammer hoisted above their heads running down
the avenue towards the police wall as if they were
convinced they were carrying a huge battering ram!
The hammer had been partly thrown over the
police wall and within seconds was decapitated by the
riot cops on the other side. A sense of rage and discouragement came over the crowd of protesters as they
began kicking and banging on the metal police barricade. But in an act of vindication, we collectively came
together in front of the police-wall, sat calmly down
onto the street pavement, and gave a short statement
to the press media assembled there around us.
Reporters and journalist kept repeating the questions “Who are you?”, “What is your name?”, to which
we answered again and again, the “International
AntiC@P Space”.
Our visual prop had exceeded its expectations, as
it merged beautifully with the allegory we were playing
out as the AntiC@P block – that of smashing out the
institutions of the past that have defrauded and failed
us for so long in this struggle for climate justice; and
at the same time, that of building upon their rubble a
future that we all want to live and believe in. A future
that is ours to care for now.
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Marea Creciente Mexico, chapter member of
Rising Tide North America, and the international
Rising Tide grassroots network for Climate Justice:
www.marea-creciente.org, www.risingtidenorth
america.org, www.risingtideworldwide.org.
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line of the Rising Tide North America logo and
mission statement.
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The Body of
the Image,
or towards a
Communist
Art Practice
by Alexander Dunst
During the initial planning stage of the collective
art project “El Martillo”, someone remembered a quote,
attributed variously to Bertolt Brecht, Vladimir Mayakovsky, or even Karl Marx: “Art is not a mirror held up
to reality but a hammer with which to shape it”.
The quote became a frequent reference point during
the later stages of the hammer’s construction in the
small art space Organ Kritischer Kunst (OKK) in Berlin’s
working class district of Wedding, a rather grim area of
pre- and post-war tenements, and one of the city’s
poorest and most ethnically diverse. Despite its obvious
pertinence for the project, a number of participants
were visibly uncomfortable with the prominence the
quote assumed at this stage. This discomfort seemed to
centre on Mayakovsky’s but also, to a lesser degree
Brecht’s, ideological proximity to Soviet Communism.
In what follows, I will return to the quote and this
feeling of unease but argue that, to the contrary, any
political art today is by necessity communist art – if not
quite in the way that produced such strong feelings
in some participants.
Take this as my thesis – and I’ll explain in more
detail below what I mean by it – but let us return, first,
to the hammer and its gestation out of earlier work
by Artúr van Balen and Jakub Simcik. As I understand
it, the project evolved from Artúr and Jakub’s experience of the Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen in 2009. This seems to have been an experience
of exclusion, of the reduction to spectatorship, documented in Jakub’s film of their bicycle trip to
Denmark. What they experience there are two closed
circuits of mediatisation, of media spectacle, as it
were. On the one hand, beleaguered and hermetically
sealed off, the negotiations about the future of planet
Earth – the realm of the political by definition, one
might think, but so removed from the decisions that
would safeguard our future as if the assembled

politicians and bureaucrats wanted to prove, once and
for all, the retreat of institutional politics from any
collective responsibility and action. On the other hand,
freezing and intimidated by the police, the assembled
protesters and NGOs. Both vie for attention, for air
time and headlines in the international media – which
is also the only meeting place of these two circuits accessible to those affected by the outcome of the summit –
affected yet distant, spectators not participants.
The hammer is then a critical response to this
experience of impotence – or, to be precise, an ironic
one. The ironies are complex. The protest hammer,
a huge, shiny, imposing object filled with nothing but
hot air is built from the impotence of a protest culture
as spectacle, a protest culture whose energies are
routinely absorbed by the circuits of the world’s media
corporations – Bertelsmann and Murdoch, Springer
and CNN – yet the hammer continues to invest into
exactly these circuits.
This is one irony, but I mention it not solely to
criticise the project. Rather, I think it brings us to the
constitutive ambivalence of the spectacular as such,
or more simply, of the image. The image, as the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan understands it, lures us into a
mistaken conviction of completion, of fullness, of the
ultimate satisfaction of our desires. It establishes a
continuous succession of images that ironically fuels
our desire by promising an end to it, its satisfaction.
However the image also, and perhaps more decisively,
brings the body into being. As Lacan proposes in his
famous essay on the mirror stage, at some point the
child recognises him- or herself in the mirror, that
is to say, misrecognises herself for a two-dimensional
image, and thus for the first time constructs a body,
produces a bordered territory of sensations out of
its real flesh.1 This body wrongly promises a state
of fullness or completion, but it is also the only body
we will ever have.
A body, then, is the construction of an image, and
to produce an image is to produce a body. For what else
is the hammer but a body, a shaped form and representational figure. At the same time, the hammer’s size
already indicates its supra-individual aim, the production of the collective, or body, of protesters. This function of the hammer’s function can perhaps best be
accounted for with reference to Kafka’s famous tale
“Josephine the Singer, or the Mouse Folk”.2 As Kafka
tells us, the oppressed mice people regularly gather to
hear Josephine sing. Yet Josephine does not sing so
well – some even question whether she can sing at all
or simply whistles like all other mice do – nor will her
name be remembered after her death. But even in
times of great danger, and perhaps particularly under
such circumstances, do the mice assemble around her
fragile voice, to forget their sorrows, and to come
together as one people. Kafka’s story should be read
precisely as an account of communist art. Josephine’s
art consists entirely in the production of the mice
people as a collective, in allowing for the production

and organisation of the commons. It is solely in this
act that Josephine’s singing is spectacular, is imaginary,
and constructs a body – a body that cannot, by definition, survive its moment of realisation.3
I’d like to close by mentioning another, and
perhaps the most obvious, irony of the project, which
returns us to Mayakovsky’s quote: “Art is not a mirror
held up to reality but a hammer with which to shape
it”. What lurks behind the uncomfortable associations
with Soviet Communism is, of course, not the laughable implication that either Brecht or Majakoswki bore
any responsibility for the horrendous crimes of
Stalinism, but that it reminds us of the Leninist instrumentalisation of violence, in which the destruction of
the old was to become the production of the new.
The protest hammer, as I mentioned earlier, is a
hammer made of air and plastic foil. But this does not
mean that the hammer is not an instrument of violence,
nor should art refrain from engaging in violence. It’s
probably the opposite: art has to be violent. But this
is a violence that is symbolic rather than ontological:
a violence that does not express itself in the harming
of the body and the destruction of objects but in the
dissolution of established knowledge and the perception of the hitherto invisible. In part at least, art in
general – and the hammer in particular – perpetrates
an ironic violence. For irony, to return to Lacan once
more, undermines authority by questioning its omnipotence: its existence independently of the continuous
supply of our affect and our labour that sustains it.
To put it simply, the potential of a piece of political art,
like the protest hammer, lies in the simultaneous
production of the collective and the questioning of the
omnipotence of media spectacle. It seems to me that it
is the indivisibility of these two aspects of the hammer,
its paradoxical nature as an ironic body, on which its
appeal for the protesters at Cancún and its obvious
threat to the police was built. Thus whilst it brings the
shared body of protesters into being, in its practical
deployment the hammer also subverts another body,
that of state apparatuses in their imaginary sense of
totality.
In a move that belies any division between ecology
and politics, industrial and developing countries alike
have been pushing to turn our remaining natural
resources into commodities. Clean air and green forests
will be traded and sold against pollution and destruction. It is in this precise sense that the major questions
facing us today – climate change, biodiversity, equality
– depend on political decisions that pit a communism
of the commons, of the last natural resources shared
without ownership, against the further expansion of
capitalism. Such an “idea of communism”, as Alain
Badiou has recently called it, asserts its continuing
validity against the very real failures of Stalinism and
rejects its wholesale ideological denunciation stemming from the Cold War.4 In this defense and production of the commons an ironic distance from state
apparatuses such as the corporate media functions

as an important tactic. Here, art can either be part of
that spectacular mirror we call reality, or a hammer
with which to shape it anew.
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On the Phenomenology of
Giant Puppets
Excerpt

by David Graeber

David Graeber is an anthropologist who lectures
at Goldsmith College in London, UK. His essay “On the
Phenomenology of Giant Puppets” makes an analysis
of the culture and relationship between protesters and
the police in the United States.
Graeber examines the symbolism of these puppets
and analyses the police’s aversion to them. Unlike the
“black bloc”, easily infiltrated by undercover police
informers and stigmatised as being exclusively violent,
the puppets transform the protest into a festive
celebration of an alternative world that is harder for
the police to control. He observes, “police strategies
aim to destroy or capture the puppets before they can
even appear on the streets”.
What follows, is an excerpt from his book
“Possibilities”, authorised by David Graeber.
WHAT THEN OF PUPPETS?
Again, they seem the perfect complement. Giant papier
mâché puppets are created by taking the most
ephemeral of material – ideas, paper, wire mesh – and
transforming it into something very like a monument,
even if they are, at the same time, somewhat ridiculous.
A giant puppet is the mockery of the idea of a monument, and of everything monuments represent:
the inapproachability, monochrome solemnity, above
all the implication of permanence, the state’s (itself
ultimately somewhat ridiculous) attempt to turn its
principle and history into eternal verities. If one is
meant to shatter the existing Spectacle, the other is,
it seems to me, to suggest the permanent capacity
to create new ones.
In fact, from the perspective of the activists, it is
again process – in this case, the process of production
– that is really the point. There are brainstorming
sessions to come up with themes and visions, organizing meetings, but above all, the wires and frames
lie on the floors of garages or yards or warehouses or

similar quasi-industrial spaces for days, surrounded by
buckets of paint and construction materials, almost
never alone, with small teams in attendance, molding,
painting, smoking, eating, playing music, arguing,
wandering in and out. Everything is designed to be
communal, egalitarian, expressive. The objects themselves are not expected to last. They are for the most
part made of fairly delicate materials; few would withstand a heavy rainstorm; some are even self-consciously
destroyed or set ablaze in the course of actions. Even
otherwise, in the absence of permanent storage facilities, they usually quickly start to fall apart.
As for the images: these are clearly meant to
encompass, and hence constitute, a kind of universe.
Normally Puppetistas, as they sometimes call themselves, aim for a rough balance between positive and
negative images. On the one hand, one might have
the Giant Pig that represents the World Bank, on the
other, a Giant Liberation Puppet whose arms can
block an entire highway. Many of the most famous
images identify marchers and the things they wear
or carry: for instance, a giant bird puppet at A16
(the 2000 IMF / World Bank actions) was accompanied
by hundreds of little birds on top of signs distributed
to all and sundry. Similarly, Haymarket martyrs, Zapatistas, the Statue of Liberty, or a Liberation Monkeywrench might carry slogans identical to those carried
on the signs, stickers, or T-shirts of those actually
taking part in the action:
The most striking images though are often negative
ones: the corporate control puppet at the 2000 democratic convention, operating both Bush and Gore like
marionettes, a giant riot policeman who shoots out
pepper spray, and endless effigies to be encompassed
and ridiculed.
The mocking and destruction of effigies is of course
one of the oldest and most familiar gestures of political
protest. Often such effigies are an explicit assault on
monumentality. The fall of regimes are marked by the
pulling down of statues; it was the (apparently staged)
felling of the statue of Saddam Hussein in Baghdad
that, in the minds of almost everyone, determined
the moment of the actual end of his regime. Similarly,
during George Bush’s visit to England in 2004, protestors built innumerable mock statues of Bush, large and
small, just in order to pull them down again.
Still, the positive images are often treated with
little more respect than the effigies. Here is an extract
from my early reflections on the subject, jotted down
shortly after spending time in the Puppet Warehouse
in Philadelphia before the Republican Convention in
2000, somewhat re-edited.
FIELD NOTES EXTRACTS, JULY 31ST, 2000
The question I keep asking myself is: why are these
things even called “puppets”?
Normally one thinks of “puppets” as figures that
move in response to the motions of some puppeteer.

Most of these have few if any moving parts. These are
more light moving statues, sometimes worn, sometimes
carried. So in what sense are they “puppets”?
Puppets are extremely visual, large, but also
delicate and ephemeral. Usually they fall apart after
a single action. This combination of huge size and
lightness seems to me makes them a bridge between
words and reality; they are the point of transition; they
represent the ability to start to make ideas real and
take on solid form, to make our view of the world into
something of equal physical bulk and greater spectacular power even to the engines of state violence that
stand against it. The idea that they are extensions
of our minds, words, make help explain the use of the
term “puppets”. They may not move around as an
extension of some individual’s will. But if they did, this
would somewhat contradict the emphasis on collective
creativity. Insofar as they are characters in a drama,
it is a drama with a collective author; insofar as they
are manipulated, it is in a sense by everyone, in processions, often passed around from one activist to the
next. Above all they are meant to be emanations of
a collective imagination. As such, for them either to
become fully solid, or fully manipulable by a single
individual, would contradict the point.
Puppets can be worn like costumes, and in large
actions, they are in fact continuous with costumes.
Every major mobilization had its totem, or totems:
the famous sea-turtles at Seattle, the birds and sharks
at A16, the Dancing Skeletons at R2K (the Republican
Convention in Philly), the caribou at Bush’s inauguration, or for that matter, the fragments of Picasso’s
Guernica designed for the protests against the upcoming Iraq invasion in 2003, designed so that they could
each wander off and then all periodically combine
together.
In fact, there’s usually no clear line between
puppets, costumes, banners and symbols, and simple
props. Everything is designed to overlap and reinforce
each other. Puppets tend to be surrounded by a much
larger “carnival bloc”, replete with clowns, stiltwalkers, jugglers, fire-breathers, unicyclists, Radical
Cheerleaders, costumed kick-lines or often, entire
marching bands – such as the Infernal Noise Brigade
of the Bay Area or Hungry March Band in New York
– that usually specialize in klezmer or circus music,
in addition to the ubiquitous drums and whistles. The
circus metaphor seems to sit particularly well with
anarchists, presumably because circuses are collections
of extreme individuals (one can’t get much more individualistic than a collection of circus freaks) nonetheless engaged in a purely cooperative enterprise that
also involves transgressing ordinary boundaries. Tony
Blair’s famous comment in 2004 that he was not about
to be swayed by “some traveling anarchist circus” was
not taken, by many, as an insult. There are in fact quite
a number of explicitly anarchist circus troupes, their
numbers only matched, perhaps, by that of various
phoney preachers. The connection is significant; for

now, the critical thing is that every action will normally
have its circus fringe, a collection of flying squads that
circulate through the large street blockades to lift
spirits, perform street theater, and also, critically, to try
to defuse moments of tension or potential conflict. This
latter is crucial. Since direct-actions, unlike permitted
marches, scrupulously avoid marshals or formal peacekeepers (who police will always try to co-opt), the
puppet / circus squads often end up serving some of the
same functions. Here is a first-hand account by
members of one such affinity group from Chapel Hill
(“Paper Hand Puppet Intervention”) about how this
might work itself out in practice.
“Burger and Zimmerman brought puppets to the
explosive protests of the World Trade Organization in
Seattle two years ago, where they joined a group that
was blockading the building in which talks were being
held. “People had linked arms” Zimmerman says. “The
police had beaten and pepper-sprayed them already,
and they threatened that they were coming back in five
minutes to attack them again.” But the protestors held
their line, linking arms and crying, blinded by the
pepper spray. Burger, Zimmerman and their friends
came along – on stilts, with clowns, a 40-foot puppet,
and a belly dancer. They went up and down the line,
leading the protesters in song. When the security
van returned, they’d back the giant puppet up into
its way. Somehow, this motley circus diffused the
situation. “They couldn’t bring themselves to attack
this bunch of people who were now singing songs”
Zimmerman says. Injecting humour and celebration
into a grim situation, he says, is the essence of a
puppet intervention.
For all the circus trappings, those most involved in
making and deploying giant puppets will often insist
that they are deeply serious. “Puppets are not cute, like
muppets” insists Peter Schumann, the director of Bread
and Puppet Theater – the group historically most
responsible for popularizing the use of papier-mâché
figures in political protest in the ‘60s. “Puppets are
effigies and gods and meaningful creatures”. Sometimes, they are literally so: as with the Maya gods that
came to greet delegates at the WTO meetings in
Cancún in September 2003. Always, they have a certain
numinous quality. Still, if giant puppets, generically,
are gods, most are obviously, foolish, silly, ridiculous
gods. It is as if the process of producing and displaying
puppets becomes a way to both seize the power
to make gods, and to make fun of it at the same time.
Here one seems to be striking against a profoundly
anarchist sensibility. Within anarchism, one encounters a similar impulse at every point where one
approaches the mythic or deeply meaningful. It
appears to be operative in the doctrines of Zerzanites
and similar Primitivists, who go about self-consciously
creating myths (their own version of the Garden of
Eden, the Fall, the coming Apocalypse), that seem to
imply they want to see millions perish in a worldwide
industrial collapse, or that they seek to abolish

agriculture or even language – then bridle at the
suggestion that they really do. It’s clearly present in
the writings of theorists like Peter Lamborn Wilson,
whose meditations on the role of the sacred in revolutionary action are written under the persona of an
insane Ismaili pederastic poet named Hakim Bey. It’s
even more clearly present among Pagan anarchist
groups like Reclaiming, who since the anti-nuclear
movement of the ‘80s,1 have specialized in conducting
what often seem like extravagant satires of pagan
rituals that they nonetheless insist are real rituals
which are really effective – even, that represent what
they see as the deepest possible spiritual truths about
the world.2
Puppets simply push this logic to a kind of extreme.
The sacred here is, ultimately, the sheer power of
creativity, of the imagination – or, perhaps more exactly,
the power to bring the imagination into reality.
This is, after all, the ultimate ideal of all revolutionary
practice, to, as the ‘68 slogan put it, “give power to
the imagination.” But it is also as if the democratization of the sacred can only be accomplished through
a kind of burlesque. Hence the constant self-mockery,
which, however, is never meant to genuinely undercut
the gravity and importance of what’s being asserted,
but rather, to imply the ultimate recognition that
just because gods are human creations they are still
gods, and that taking this fact too seriously might
prove dangerous.
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Barbara Epstein, Political Protest and Cultural Revolution:
Non-violent Direct Action in the 1970s and 1980s. Berkeley:
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The Pagan Bloc has been a regular fixture in largescale actions since Seattle, and, unlike the Quakers
and other Christian proponents of civil disobedience, was willing, ultimately, to recognize Black Bloc
practice as a form of non-violence and even to form
a tacit alliance with them.

Against
Representation
Interview with John Jordan

by Artúr van Balen, Jakub Simcik and Pablo Hermann

UK-based John Jordan has been experimenting
with the borderline between art and activism since
the late 1980’s. He was the co-director of the art
collective “Platform” (1987 – 1995) and co-founder
of the well known group “Reclaim the Streets”
(1995 – 2000), who organised the “Carnival Against
Capitalism” in 1999: a seminal event that helped shape
global protest culture for a whole generation. In the
last couple of years he has been working under the
group moniker “The Laboratory of Insurrectionary
Imagination”. The Laboratory has made itself a name
through such spectacular actions as the formation of
“C.I.R.C.A” (Clandestine Insurgent Rebel Clown Army),
revealed in time for the 2005 G8 in Scotland. In 2009
they organised the “Bike Bloc” intervention at the
Copenhagen climate conference in 2009, in which
some members from the Eclectic Electric Collective
participated.
The “Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination”
has inspired us in many ways: in thinking about the
relationship of art and activism, while pragmatically
creating highly engaging, and deeply democratic group
processes. in which some members from the Eclectic
Electric Collective participated.
In spring 2011 we met up with John Jordan in the
“Haus der Kulturen der Welt” in Berlin to discuss his
view on the relationship between art and activism.
It seems that the work of Joseph Beuys’ work has had
an enormous impact on you. What was the appeal?
I suppose Joseph Beuys made me realise the connection
between art and politics. What I found interesting
about his work was that it was an aesthetic doorway
into politics. If you look at the work that I do now
with the collectives I work with, we’re actually trying
to create a doorway into radical politics, a doorway

that doesn’t necessarily look like radical politics. It
looks like art, it looks like bicycles, it looks like clowns.
Interestingly, I came upon Beuys through
shamanism. What fascinated me were the practices of
travel: the idea of the shaman as a character that could
travel between different worlds, the shaman as an inbetween figure. So, in a sense it was Beuys, shamanism,
and social sculpture that drew me into an understanding that the material of artistic practice should be
society. I think that it’s interesting how he used the
art world and the art market to create capital that
he would then divert into other places, like the Green
Party or the student movements. But I’m also quite
critical of his use of the ego and of the image of the
“individual genius artist” – which is clearly problematic
when it comes to radical politics.

There seems to be different approaches to reforming
parliamentarian democracy. Roughly said, one of them
could be reforming it from the “inside”, i.e. by accepting the rules of the game and getting politically
involved in political parties. Another example could be
from the “outside”, perhaps through direct action and
through the foundation of temporary autonomous
zones. Also, there is the question of what role could
art play in radical politics? What is your stand on
these questions?
Those are the big magic questions (laughs) to which
there are many answers. What I’ve learned through my
engagement with the anti-globalisation movement and
the Zapatistas is this idea of plurality. This escape from
a single ideological position and from a single set of
tools – to one that is much more complex, much more
based on local knowledge, based on local situations
and local context.
What I think is interesting are the edges, which is
a concept that I’ve learned from ecology. The edges
of eco-systems are situated at places such as seashores,
and these are places where you will find the biggest
number of inter-relationships between different forms
of species. When you have such diversity, you have
more creativity and more evolution. These kinds of
eco-systems have enormous amounts of inter-pollution
and creativity. I think that it’s really interesting as
artists and activists to ask ourselves “How do we create
those edges?” Not as dialogue, because I don’t give a
fuck about having a “dialogue” with those in power.
It’s not about demanding them to change but about
creating situations where they are affected, as well as
people outside of the system. Change comes from
outside of the system, from the edges, and our role
as artists and activists is to work there. If you look at
anything that we take for granted – like women
wearing trousers – once upon a time it used to be
totally illegal and weird! Women were killed for
wearing trousers! But it was women on the edges of
the system in subcultures a hundred years ago that
started wearing them and now it’s considered normal!

During our hammer making workshop, one of the
participants noted “Ambiguity is good for arts but bad
for protests”. We think that this is the main tension
between artists and protesters because strong artistic
works are always ambiguous, whereas social groups
always strive for a clear message. How do you deal
with this issue?
Most of the work we do is to create spaces where artists
and activists can meet. A space that combines the
courage, social critique, and clarity of the activists, and
on the other hand the ambiguity, imagination, and
poetics of the artists. The search for new ways of doing
political or artistic action is really important for the
work that we do with the Laboratory of Insurrectionary
Imagination. But the question of ambiguity is really
interesting. Artists are really terrified of being instrumentalised. Artists claim their autonomy, their
freedom as the basis of their artistic practice. But
the fact that most artists are completely instrumental
in creating an art market by creating cultural capital
and thus enabling capitalism to exist and to seem
innovative – that is by most artists not seen as being
instrumental. On the other hand, if you lose the
ambiguity, then you’re not using the power that artists
can bring to the process of activism – and you end up
with propaganda. Propaganda has no ambiguity.
Instead I am interested in political action that has both
clarity and ambiguity. I know that somehow sounds
meaningless, but I think that the key is that it
shouldn’t feel like a political action. I think that the
clown army is an interesting example, since it was
so paradoxical: were these people clowns or were they
activists? Was this fun or was it direct action? Did
it have a function or was it simply decoration, was it
simply a spectacle? It’s all about the edge between
ambiguity and propaganda.
The Zapatistas talk a lot about the politics of
paradox, and that’s how I like to see it too. “How do
you create paradoxical situations?” is a question I
often ask myself. It would be very sad to lose ambiguity
in radical politics but I think that it would be equally
sad to have the level of ambiguity of most contemporary art, which can be so fucking ambiguous that it
becomes isolated in its own cultural space. That’s why
I think that artists and activists coming together can
find that space, because you’re bound to go through
exciting negotiations, at the end of which you
hopefully have something that works. I mean – look at
advertising! Advertising is filled with ambiguity – that’s
why it works! In the end it makes us desire, it gives us
a space to fill with our desires to be channelled, into
capital.
The key to ambiguity is that it creates levels of
participation. And I think that activists in their desire
for clarity actually forget that the clearer you are,
the less space there is for the spectator, or the reader,
or the participant – to actually participate. Because it’s
finished. The meaning is finished, it’s there and it’s all

sealed off. But when you create ambiguity, you can
start to create a space of participation, and that’s the
importance of ambiguity.

From our own experience we’ve noticed how difficult
it is to engage political activists in poetic action. The
typical scope of action seems only to effect the organisation of marches and the making of banners with
more or less pertinent slogans.
Activists still think that we’re in the 1950’s. There’s not
enough deconstruction and semiotics of the way that
advertising works. In itself it could be interesting to do
workshops with activists on marketing and show its
efficiency to them. For me the ideas of Stephen
Duncombe holds an appeal: of creating dreams of what
could be. Creating spectacles that feel and look like the
world that you’re trying to create. That in itself will
always be ambiguous because you wouldn’t want that
new world that you’re trying to create to be completely
fixed and sealed. For me it’s all about creating situations in which people behave like they’re in the
world that they want to be in, but where they also feel
how that world would feel like. It’s a micro-strategy on
how one could use certain forms of art and activism
together. As artists that’s what we have to do, we have
to construct desire, the desire for people to engage
in radical politics in their everyday life, in forms of
making and living.

There was a lot of hope and a lot of mobilisation
efforts in front of the COP 15 climate conference in
Copenhagen in 2009. Did the failures of COP 15 make
you reconsider your strategy?
I think that the COP 15 affected a lot of people’s
thinking around strategy and effectiveness. I think
that the key is to always think resistance-alternative.
The danger for utopian communities to become
nothing but laboratories of capitalism is especially
there with green capitalism – if they’re not also resisting. Copenhagen really reminded me that we need
to bring those two together. We did a Bike Bloc project
there, where we picked up 500 dead bikes from the
streets of Copenhagen and then organised open
workshops in galleries and social centres about how
to turn a bike into a tool of civil disobedience. COP 15
also made me re-think symbolic action. It made me
want to return to actions that actually manage to stop
something – instead of actions that symbolically stop
something. To really be blocking the machine, but to
be blocking it with something that presents the
alternative – that’s a challenge! To block the machine
with a really beautiful thing.

We wanted to ask you about the funding of activist
projects. Obviously, there is a thin line there as you
might find yourself being sponsored by the very corporations or institutions that you are opposing. There is

the constant risk of getting co-opted. How do you deal
with that? Did you ever mask your past projects, such
as your involvement with Reclaim the Streets in the
90’s, in order to get funding?
It depends on the context. The Re-Think exhibition that
we were supposed to do in 2009 poses an interesting
case: We were commissioned to do a project on the
Copenhagen climate summit by the contemporary art
museum in Copenhagen as part of an exhibition around
climate and politics. I sent a proposal, which very
clearly said, “We will transform bicycles into tools of
civil disobedience.” I think that the words “civil
disobedience” were probably there, six times in the
proposal. They’d seen our website, they knew the
work we do. Then at one point we were telephoning
and they told us that we can’t weld in the gallery
because of health and safety issues. Which was fine,
because we could just put a welding container outside
of the art space. Then the curator rang me up and
told me that she’d just been talking to the police. In
Denmark there’s a rule about what a bicycle can
be in terms of size, measurements etc. I told her that
it doesn’t really matter what the rules about bicycles
are, because we were going to be doing civil disobedience anyway, and probably be breaking the laws. And
she was completely flabbergasted: “You’re going to be
breaking the law?!” That was an incredible moment
where I realised the tyranny of representation in the
art world is to such an extent where you’ll even give
someone a proposal which repeatedly talks about “civil
disobedience” and you show them the history of your
work but still they’re going to think that you’re simply
going to represent politics, that you’re going to make
images of politics, but that you’re not going to be doing
politics. So they tried to change it, and in the end we
split with them.
But, for me the key question is cultural capital.
I think that as a political artist one has to be really
careful and keep in mind that it’s both a funding and
a toxin. It’s a poison and it can go against the political
aims of the project that you’re doing. But it’s at the
same time a way of getting agency. I think one has to
be very careful, and for me the key question is to ask:
“What is our ethical-political position?” – and to
never give that up! Never make a difference! A month
ago I met with an interesting artist who had done
a project in Mannheim. She had begun with the Tute
Bianchi in Italy, and she had also been in the antiglobalisation movement. She used to say “In those
days I had my politics and I had my art. I had my art
practice and it wasn’t political, and I had my politics
and it was separate.”
But as she stopped her political engagement, her
arts practice became more socially engaged. She was
showing us a big gentrification project that she had
done, which had been commissioned by Theater
der Welt and the development agency that was doing
the gentrification. This project of hers was mildly

critical of gentrification, working with lots of people
affected by gentrification, like biker gangs, punk
bands, and people who lived by the port. “You have
cultural capital for your art project against gentrification funded by the art world, surely your cultural
capital is going to help the process of gentrification,
rather than hinder it?” I asked her. “Well, yeah, but
I’m interested in dialogue. I want to bring everyone
together for dialogue” she responded.
Classic! Classic thing in the art world – the fear
of conflict! The idea that dialogue is the resolution to
social change, not conflict. I told her, that gentrification is an incredibly violent activity. It pushes people
out of their homes, it forces people to move
somewhere else. It has a violent effect on people’s lives.
“Are you against or for gentrification, and did the
project help it?”, I pressured her. “Personally,” she said,
“of course I’m against gentrification, but in my art it’s
a different thing.” That’s when it suddenly became
clear for me what the problem is in the art world.
The people have certain personal ethics but their art is
somehow separate from that. In my opinion, capitalism
is a separation of all our activities into little bits. If one
is to begin thinking about post-capitalist culture, then
it’s a process of integrating, integrating aesthetics into
ethics. The question is: How do you do that without
making compromises? The answer is, that often you
have to sabotage your own cultural capital. To sabotage
your own role as an artist, even though, you know that
you won’t get invited back. For example, I know that I
will never ever be invited back to the Tate Gallery
– ever – because of what we did there. Which is fine by
me! But there was a moment of realisation during that
project for me, and it was never a question of what
I would choose, because for me the politics are always
more important than the ego, more important than
the cultural capital. You can always play that game
to get funding, but as soon as you think that that
funding is promoting capital or promoting part of the
problem that you’re against – to be able to pull out.
The key is awareness of cultural capital. Is your
cultural capital going to help capital? And at what
point is your cultural capital going to go against
capital? It’s not easy, but I don’t believe that you
shouldn’t be taking public money, because it’s public
money! I don’t think that you should take corporate
money, under any circumstances. I can’t imagine a
situation where I would feel ethically able to take it.
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From: “Andreas Knobloch”, Freier Journalist in Cancún
Subject: El Martillo
Date: 3 Dec 2010 17:53:04 -0500
To: “Artúr van Balen” <arturelectrico@gmail.com>

Kann Kunst helfen neue Protestformen zu finden oder ist sie
bereits eine Form von Protest?
A:Kommerzielle Galerie-Kunst speißt Protest nicht.
Wie die Londoner Künstler-Aktivisten Gruppe „Laboratory
of Insurectionary Imagination“ glauben wir aber, dass man
mithilfe kreativer Selbstorganisation Protestformen und
Happenings entwickeln kann, die unvorhersehbar und spektakulär
sind, und die auf diesem Weg soziale Bewegungen unterstützen
können.
Ein Nebeneffekt dieser partizipativen „Happenings“, wie zum
Beispiel „The Bike Bloc“ bei der Reclaim Power-Demonstration
während des Kopenhagener Klimagipfels oder den Castor
Protesten ist, dass sie einen gemeinsamen Erfahrungshorizont
schaffen. Das wirkt wieder verbrüdernd für zukünftige
Aktionen.
J:Eine Lehre die wir aus unseren Erfahrungen in Schottland
und in Kopenhagen gezogen haben, ist, dass Aktivismus mit
der Produktion von Bildern zu tun hat. Bei jeder direkten
Aktion waren ungefähr zwanzig bis dreißig Prozent der Menschen
vor Ort, um zu fotografieren oder um zu filmen. Die meisten
von ihnen sahen sich auch als Aktivisten. Es schien uns,
als ob die Bilder von den Protesten für viele wichtiger
waren als das, was wirklich vor Ort passierte. Wenn alles
sowieso für die Kameras inszeniert ist, könnte man doch etwas
Bewusstsein für Form und Bild entwickeln, sodass man auf der
medienpolitischen Ebene ein bisschen mehr Eindruck macht.
Wie passen Kunst und Klimapolitik zusammen?
Kunst kann die Klimapolitik auf eine ästhetische Weise
interessant machen, und die Menschen auf einer emotional
argumentierenden Ebene zum Handeln anleiten. Sie verleiht
Protesten eine gewisse Leichtigkeit. Der Kampf für eine sozial
gerechte Welt sollte den Beteiligten auch Spaß machen.
Wir denken hier an Emma Goldmans berühmten Ausspruch: “If I
can’t dance, I don’t want to be part of your revolution.”
Muss Kunst eingreifen?
Nein, auch hier besteht die Gefahr, in Dogmen abzugleiten.
Aber Kunst hat ökonomisch-politisch die Möglichkeit, zu
experimentieren und alternative Situationen zu schaffen. Diese
Möglichkeit sollte nicht vernachlässigt werden.
Muss Kunst einen politischen Anspruch haben?
Nein. Kunst muss nichts, sonst wird sie zur Propaganda.
Wir sind für Biodiversität – auch in der Kunst. Zugleich
versuchen wir, mit unseren Gruppen-Projekten den Mythos
des individuellen Künstlers zu untergraben und unser
künstlerisches Kollektiv an Klima-Aktivisten-Gruppen wie zum
Beispiel Gegenstrom Berlin, anzubinden. Das ergibt dann einen
gegenseitigen Austausch: wir finden, dass sie oft zu textuell
und unspektakulär denken, im Gegenzug lernen wir von ihrer
strategisch-politischen Planung und Bündnisarbeit.

How to make
an inflatable hammer
Part 1
by Sarah Drain and Paul Pistorius

If all those instructions are followed
carefully, the hammer will rise, from a little
crumply silver heap
to an eye blasting thing that
has the ability of turning a protest
into a spectacle.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS
time and people (at least 2 workaholics)
clear head and precision
measurer, cutter, 3 – 4 sewing machines, markers
silver foil («Delta Reflex Luft–u. Dampfsperrbahn»!)
polyester sewing thread, two component epoxy superglue
silver or transparent adhesive tape
ventilator (we highly recommend the DV 6224 by ebm–papst)
2 × 12 V (recycled) car batteries
electricity wires & switch
2 m extractor hose

SEWING FROM A TO Q
Draw all the parts onto silver foil and cut them out.
Make tube like forms out of the B’s, C’s and D’s.
Put the F’s to the E’s. The handle parts are ready for the head.
Put P, R and Q’s together. For the middle part of
the head start by closing part N in order to make a circle,
then put this together with O, this goes onto L, which can than be
put together with the M’s.
Put J’s to K’s. Put H’s to I’s and attach G.
Put all parts together.
Don’t forget to attach the flaps between the handle and head.
Flip the hammer around and attach part A.
You are finished.
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NOTES
We used 2,5 cm additional seam allowance.
We used a long wooden board instead of a ruler to cut
everything out. The curves (dashed lines)
need some extra care and creativity to work out well.
Little cuts in the seam allowance may help.
Take care of the hole in one part of the B’s.
We used a wooden board and some extra foil to strengthen it.
The flaps are tricky. Be aware that the hammer is
flipped around (shiny side inside) while you’re sewing.
It is wise to seal the seems with silver or transparent
adhesive tape from the outside.
It takes around
15 minutes to inflate
the hammer.
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How to make an
inflatable hammer
If all those instructions are followed carefully, the
hammer will rise, from a little crumply silver heap to an
eye blasting thing, that has the ability of turning a
protest into a spectacle.

1,09m

Tools and Materials
– time and people (at least 2 workaholics)
– clear head and precision
– measurer, cutter, 3–4 sowing machines, markers
– silver foil («Delta Reflex Luft–u. Dampfsperrbahn»), polyester sowing thread, two
component epoxy superglue, silver or transparent adhesive tape
– ventilator (we highly recommend the DV 6224 by ebm–papst)
– 2x12V (recycled) car batteries, electricity wires + switch, 2m extractor hose
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Sewing from A to Q
– Draw all the parts onto silver foil and cut them out.
– Make tube like forms out of the B's, C's and D's
– Put the F's to the E's. The handle parts are ready for the head.
– Put P, R and Q's together.
– For the middle part of the head start by closing part N in order to make a circle, then
put this together with O, this goes onto L, which can than be put together with the
M's.
– Put J's to K's
– Put H's to I's and attach G
– Put all parts together. Don't forget to attach the flaps between the handle and head.
– Flip the hammer around and attach part A. You are finished.
Notes
– We used 2,5 cm seam allowance.
– We used a long wooden board instead of a ruler to cut everything out.
– The curves (dashed lines) need some extra care and creativity to work out well. Little
cuts in the seam allowance may help.
– Take care of the hole in one part of the B's. We used a wooden board and some extra
foil to strengthen it.
– The flaps are tricky.
– Be aware that the hammer is flipped around (shiny side inside) while you're sewing.
– It is wise to seal the seems with silver or transparent adhesive tape from the outside.
– It takes around 15 minutes to inflate the hammer.

